Abstract. The present software was developed to implement a highly spatiotemporal resolved functional tomography (1mm/1msec), capable of addressing spontaneous and evoked activity at any point in the human brain. Presently the methodology is implemented for the magnetic encephalography data. Data analysis results are embedded into a magnetic resonance image of the head. This image is also used as the head model to calculate the magnetic fields of the equivalent current dipoles, while probe positions correspond to real device coordinates. This methodology allows the superposition of the functional frequency patterns to be represented together with magnetic resonance images. The software computational speed makes it possible to implement the whole data acquisition and imaging cycle fast enough to allow optimal protocol choice in data processing.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) records the magnetic fields generated by the electrical currents of brain neurons. The method was developed because the magnetic signal is not distorted as it passes through the overlying soft tissue and skull and thus provides a more accurate measurement of brain activity than the electrical signal (EEG) that is distorted as it leaves the brain. A non-invasive technology, MEG employs highly sensitive superconducting quantum interferometers (SQUIDS) to record activity at a femtotesla-level (<10 -15 T). The sampling frequency can be quite high (up to several thousand Hz) providing a temporal resolution of fractions of a millisecond. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the head provides complementary information about brain structure. In principle, combined MEG and MRI information can provide spatiotemporal resolution on a millimeter and millisecond scale. MEG instruments record magnetic fields from hundreds of channels uniformly distributed over the head surface, producing large experimental data arrays. Such multichannel spatiotemporal magnetic fields have been analyzed using various mathematical methods [1] .
One of the predominant issues concerning MEG recordings belongs to a group of mathematical problems called 'inverse problems'. In this application, the observed measurements of brain activity (MEG data) must be converted into information about the localization of current dipole sources of such activity using a mathematical model. Many approaches have been taken to solving the MEG inverse problem [2, 3] . In this paper we present a unique solution to the inverse problem that allows the reconstruction of the spatial structure of activity dipole sources on an MRI.
In a typical study of the spontaneous brain activity, about 100 million field values are recorded (275 channels registered for 420 seconds with sampling rate 1200 Hz, produce 1.386×10 8 samples). These records require powerful software and hardware processing. The state of the art in this field was recently reviewed by Baillet and colleagues [3] . A large variety of software types have been developed. Some address conventional methods, other are oriented to solve problems for particular human neurobiological issues. Eight are summarized here: 1) FieldTrip is software that supports analysis of both magneto-and electroencephalographic data [4] . This software, written in MATLAB, provides a set of highlevel functions for data processing, including algorithms for time-frequency analysis (multitapers) and for the reconstruction of dipolar and distributed sources. 2) Brainstorm, open-source software for MEG processing/visualization, is directed toward cortical source estimation and allows anatomical registration providing excellent MEG localization methods in an intuitive user-friendly interface [5] . 3) ELAN presents a wide range of tools to analyze electrophysiological data, especially in evoked responses, while not localizing the sources [6] . 4) HADES gives an estimation of current dipoles from the biomagnetic data, where the number and location of dipoles is changing dynamically depending on the magnetic encephalogram [7] . This software is controlled through the graphic user interface, but also does not include localization of the sources. 5) OpenMEEG provides program for the realistic physiological modelling of electromagnetic fields produced by the brain sources. Instantaneous values of the EEG and MEG are calculated [8] . 6) rtMEG is a hardware and software complex for the real-time encephalographic analysis, making it possible to inform the subject about his brain activity during the recording [9] . 7) The program package EMEGS provides various methods to process and analyze encephalograms, while not representing sources on the MRI [10] . 8) A wide spectrum of methods to process the MEG is provided by the NUTMEG software, including graphic representation of sources on an MRI [11] .
Our program package, MEGMRIAn, was developed to process and analyze MEG data. This program was developed using data obtained at the Center for Neuromagnetism in the Department of Neuroscience and Physiology at the New York University School of Medicine. Studies in this laboratory have addressed spontaneous and evoked brain activity under both physiological (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) and pathophysiological [17] [18] [19] conditions. Authors were participating in the development of new methods of data analysis [20] [21] [22] , included in the MEGMRIAn software and verified on the experimental data.
Recently, we proposed using precise frequency-pattern analysis to decompose complex systems into functionally invariant entities [23, 24] . This method makes it possible to address general spectra to the partial spectra of stable functional entities and to restore their time series. The method is based on the complete utilization of the long time series, while the multichannel nature of the data is also completely taken into account making it possible to implement the detailed reconstruction of neuronal circuit activity. This methodology has also been applied to the analysis of MEG with high-level noise, making it possible to extract an auditory response [25] . The new version of the MEGMRIAn software presented here incorporates the application of precise frequency-pattern analysis to the functional structure of the human brain.
THE GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE MEGMRIAn SOFTWARE
The first draft of the software was launched in 2002 when the general layout of the program, comprising separate windows each solving a different problem, was designed [26] . Data exchange between the windows was performed through the random access memory or, for large data sets, through disk storage. As software development advanced, the composition of data processing methods changed and new functions and windows were added. The newest version of the software has been named MEGMRIAn 5.14, short for «MEG and MRI integrated Analysis, version 5.14», where 5 represents the number of windows, and 14 the release year.
The The software includes five main windows: «MRI Analysis», «MEG Analysis», «MEG Function», «FSI Analysis» and «MRI + FuncTomo». Each window contains the same Menu line and is shown separately. The general block diagram of the program and main data flow are given in Figure 1 .
In this article all five windows and the boxes they contain will be considered, briefly describing their functions, structure, data exchange and basic protocols of the data analysis.
THE «FSI-Analysis» WINDOW
This window provides a graphic user interface for the analysis of multichannel Fourier spectrum, calculated in frames of precise frequency-pattern analysis method [23, 24] . This method is characterized by the following:
1. Precise calculation of the Fourier integrals. For i-th channel the experimental set of points is interpolated, converting it to a continuous function
Bt. Gaussian quadrature formulas are used to calculate integrals on any interval [0, T], in the registration scale: 2. Building all spectra for the total registration time T, as opposed to methods using moving or fractional window. The step in frequency is:
resolution is determined by the recording time.
3. Tuning of the frequency grid by cutting the interval of integration T to build the optimal approximation of the frequency selected. Tuning can be performed by little changes of the integration time, T.
This precise transform leads to an accurate and reversible representation of time data in the frequency domain for each channel. As for the space domain, "space" is determined by data recorded in many channels, having different positions with respect to the source. That is, if an accurate representation of time series for all channels is used, the spatial characteristics of the signal can also be determined accurately.
The window «FSI-analysis» makes it possible to study detailed frequency structure of the system. The multichannel signal is restored at the selected frequency, and the pattern obtained is analyzed. Magnetic induction in channel i, restored at the n-th frequency, can be written as:
where
The summary instantaneous power produced by all channels will be:
Empirical one-frequency coherence of the sources at this frequency can be characterized by the value of phase coincidence, scaling from 1 to 0:
, where minimum and maximum are calculated at the period Invariant patterns can be extracted from the signals where there is a high coherence. It was shown in two theorems [23, 24] :
Coherence Theorem 1. The equality of phases in all channels is a necessary and sufficient condition for pattern invariance through the reconstructed time. Conclusion 1. If, for particular frequency, phases are equal in all channels, then the spatial structure of the source at this frequency can be found by the solution of the inverse problem for the normalized pattern, which is constant throughout the period.
Coherence Theorem 2. Phases equality in all channels is a necessary and sufficient condition for 1 C   . This theorem provides a directly calculable feature to estimate the coherence at any frequency  . The «Multichannel spectrum» box shows Fourier spectrum amplitude as a function of frequency in active channels, selected in box «Channel mask». Usually, precise spectrum contains many thousands of frequencies, so the box «Multichannel spectrum» allows two views of the spectrum. If there are more than 2000 frequencies, only one plot of average MEG amplitude is represented. Figure 3 illustrates the spectrum near 10 Hz (alpha rhythm).
Zooming of this box near the highest amplitudes switches the view to a detailed presentation of the multichannel spectrum, where spectra in all channels are shown simultaneously (Fig. 4) . The box «Spectral pattern» shows a Fourier amplitude map at the selected frequency, with mapping legend shown near the spectrum. The «Field pattern» box shows the map of the MEG, restored at the selected frequency. This map corresponds to the moment of maximal instant power. One-frequency coherence value is included in this box. In a previous study [23] it was shown, that many precise frequencies reveal very high coherences, making it possible to study the functional structure of the brain. Figure 4 presents an example of such coherent frequency. Further analysis of this frequency will be demonstrated in windows «MEG-Analysis» and «MRI-analysis». The input data for the «FSI-Analysis» window is a precise multichannel Fourier spectrum, calculated by external programs [27, 28] . The output data is the spectrum at the selected frequency. From this spectrum, the magnetoencephalogram is restored in all channels, and the program can be switched to the window «MEG Analysis». After selection of the restored time moment, the spatial structure of the sources can be estimated in the «MRI Analysis» window.
THE «MEG-Analysis» WINDOW
This window is intended to process the MEG time sequence and shows all channels simultaneously (butterfly plot). The input data can be: raw MEG data, a modeled MEG time sequence or the results restored by the inverse Fourier transform from the multichannel spectrum. The output of this window is a magnetic field pattern at the time moment selected by the user. This pattern is transferred to the window «MRI-analysis» to be used for solving the inverse problem.
The block diagram and screenshot of the «MEG-analysis» window are shown in Figures 5  and 6 .
MEG samples from the active channels are represented as linearly interpolated curves in the box «Multichannel MEG». The box «Channel mask» makes it possible to select the set of active channels. The box «Input field pattern» presents the instant MEG values at the moment
as an ordinary diagram, while the input/output MEG values are shown using the amplitude mapping. The correspondence of field value and color is displayed at the box «Legend». (Fig. 10) .
Removing of the artifact MEG channels
This procedure can be activated from the menu item «Options-FilterMask». Filtered out channels have zero weight and are not included in dipole fitting and cannot be used in primary mask. Artifact channels are determined from the power distribution between channels: 
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spatial location of sensors is taken into account. For i-th sensor the median i  is calculated
Determination of the MEG channels mask
The mask is an array of zeros and ones
, where N is total number of channels. The ones correspond to active channels. Mask can be determined only in the window «MEG-Analysis». In the menu item «Mask-…» one of the fourteen types of masks can be selected.
«Mask-Manual…» calls the dialogue in which a set of the channels can be specified, e.g. 1-5,7-49,51,52,54-148.
«Mask-Zeros» and «Mask-Ones» switch all channels off and on, correspondingly. «Mask-Reverse» calculates the difference between mask of ones and current mask.
In all other types of mask the total number of active channels can be specified in the menu item «Mask-Capacity…».
«Mask-Nearest» establishes the mask from channels closest to the center of mass of current mask.
«Mask-Minimal» and «Mask-Maximal» activate channels with corresponding instant values of the magnetic field.
«Mask-Dipole» activates channels with minimal and maximal instant values of the field in equal quantities.
«Mask-Left», «Mask-Right», «Mask-Front», «Mask-Back», «Mask-Upper» and «Mask-Lower» determine masks from channels located in corresponding regions of the helmet. Two-dipole model can be used to address the inverse problem. Each dipole (primary and secondary) has its own mask for the selection of active channels. So, in fact, there are two masks: primary and secondary. One can switch between them by clicking the right mouse button at the box «Channel mask». The box «Multichannel MEG» will demonstrate only the time courses of channels, included in primary mask. It is possible to build both masks either from the «Mask-…» menu or by clicking the left mouse button at the particular channel. Each click changes the channel's state to the opposite (active or passive). Clicking the right button at the channel shows its number. If the interactive zooming in the «MEG-Analysis» window is inactive, one can choose the instant of time in the box «Multichannel MEG» by dragging the movable vertical line with the mouse. In this case, the box «Input field pattern» will change correspondingly, showing the instant map of the magnetic field. This magnetic field will be used to solve the inverse problem on the set of active channels.
THE «MEG-Function» WINDOW
This window is intended for processing the one-dimensional time series in order to interactively build a set of triggers. These triggers represent moments of time for signal averaging and correspond to the repetitions of similar events. If the function is reflecting appropriate features of the event, then selection of some function details (e.g. maxima) can provide averaging triggers. A typical example of such a time series is the recording of the stimulus in experiments with evoked fields. Input data for this window are one-or twodimensional time series; the output data is a set of triggers and average multichannel MEG fragments.
The block diagram and screenshot of the window «MEG-function» are illustrated in 
Generating time series from multichannel MEG
It is possible to construct a time series   t f from the «Build-Function-…» menu. The MEG will be taken from the directory specified by the user.
The following time series can be generated:  One channel to be used as time series is selected through «Build-Function-
, where
N is total number of channels, T is the MEG duration.  The MEG amplitude averaged over the channels is produced through «Build- 
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Generating sets of triggers for averaging
Triggers are the time points to be used in signal averaging, producing a template. In order to build the set of triggers one must construct one of the time series described above. After opening this time series, one should address the «Build-Triggers…» menu. Through the opening dialog box, the following parameters can be set:
 Search method -method for searching triggers (using maxima or minima points);  Cut level -the cutoff level;  Min step -minimal interval between neighboring triggers. Using the maxima points, the triggers are put at the moments when the samples of the time series are exceeding the cutoff level. In addition, the minimal distance between the triggers is kept. The case of minima is similar, differing only in the fact that time series are smaller than cutoff level. 
Building a MEG template
The MEG template can be produced through the «Build-Template…» menu after opening the file containing the set of triggers. Through the opening dialog box, the template length and trigger position can be set. The template will be generated by averaging from the specified MEG folder, and saved in the file.
The box «Time series 1» in Fig.8 illustrates selection of the cut level for the extraction of signal by averaging. Moments of the abnormally high activity in the channel 102 were selected as a signal features. In our previous articles a similar approach was used to extract pathological spontaneous activity in subjects with tinnitus.
THE «MRI-Analysis» WINDOW
This window provides a combined representation of the MEG data, magnetic resonance image (MRI), and functional tomogram (FT). From this window, forward and inverse problems are solved and solutions are also represented in the MRI.
The input data can be:  head MRI of the subject;  magnetic field pattern, obtained from the instant MEG values;  functional tomogram of the subject in the particular experiment.  The output data are:  forward problem solution;  inverse problem solution;  functional tomogram represented over the MRI. The block diagram of this window is shown in Figure 9 , typical views during the data processing are shown in Figures 10 and 11 . tangential section changes the active dipole if a two-dipole model was chosen («Dipole-Number-2» menu). Left-click at one of the tomographic sections of the head changes the position of the primary dipole.
MEG data are shown in the two boxes on the right. The top box is constructed from the field values of an open MEG for a selected moment of time. The bottom box is constructed from the field values calculated from the specified positions and moments of the dipoles, or from the inverse problem solution. The «Options-Mapping» menu enables one to choose the type of a field presentation. This can be an ordinary diagram or an amplitude mapping. The number of a particular MEG channel can be viewed by the right-click over it. The time moment can be changed using the small horizontal slider at the top right of the window, or through the «Deck-…» menu. 
The forward problem solution
The forward problem of magnetic encephalography consists in finding the magnetic field generated by given sources. The sources of magnetic activity in the brain can be simulated by equivalent current dipoles. Each dipole is characterized by two vectors: 0 r which is the radius-vector of the dipole (dipole location) and Q which specifies the direction and amplitude of the dipole (dipole moment). To calculate the magnetic induction on the sensors surface use is made of the model of a current dipole in a conducting sphere [29] . For a sensor of the magnetic field occurring at point r and having direction n , the equation is written as: 
The solution of the forward problem is represented in the box «MEG output pattern», while the positions and moments of the dipoles are typed on the middle right of the window.
The inverse problem solution
The inverse problem solution in MEG addresses the finding of the magnetic field sources from the known values of magnetic induction at some sensors on the head surface. To solve this problem, the following function depending on the magnetic field sources is minimized Provided with the initial guess, the dipoles' location is determined by standard mathematical methods designed for searching the local minimum of the function of several variables. Since in this case the information on the derivatives of the function being minimized is difficult to obtain, the zero-order methods were selected. Namely, the NelderMead simplex method [30] is used for minimization. The solution of the inverse problem is represented at the box «MEG output pattern», while the positions and moments of the dipoles are typed in the middle right of the window.
Representation of the functional tomogram
The functional tomogram (FT) is defined as a 3-dimensional map of the energy produced by all sources located at a given point in space. It is calculated by outer programs [23, 24] or obtained from other experiments. The software MEGMRIAn provides two interfaces to study functional tomograms together with MRI. One of them is realized as a conjugated representation of the FT and MRI in the window «MRI+FuncTomo». The representation of the FT over the MRI in the window «MRI-analysis» can be seen at Figure 11 .
THE «MRI+FuncTomo» WINDOW
This window provides a conjugated parallel representation of the MRI and functional tomogram (FT) as given in [23, 24] . Both objects are shown in the same space, connected by the position of the cursor (Figure 12 ). The input data are:  MRI of the subject;  functional tomogram of this subject in the particular experiment.
The output data are functional tomogram represented side by side with the MRI. The screenshot of the window «MRI+FuncTomo» is illustrated in Figure 13 . Figure 13 shows the functional tomogram, conjugated with the MRI of the same subject. Corresponding sections of the both tomograms are shown, going through the same point in space (Fig.13, white circle) .
The functional tomogram along with the MRI can be utilized in the following ways:  The position in space of the MRI can be selected, corresponding to some anatomical region of interest in the brain. The same position in space of the functional tomogram will show relative activity of this region in the given frequency band.  Selection of the particular region in space of the functional tomogram makes it possible to determine the anatomical meaning of this phenomenon, by finding the corresponding position in space of the MRI.
Parallel conjugated representation of the FT and MRI makes it possible to study these objects in details not covered by each other. Note, that zooming is also performed simultaneously in both the MRI and FT spaces. 
CONCLUSIONS
The software developed in this study integrates methods widely used in encephalography with new approaches. Using a graphical user interface and realistic head model, the MEGMRIAn package makes it possible to perform the full cycle of the computational experiment on MEG data.
Development of the software has been carried out by including of new windows and functions of data processing. The software package is under further development to allow calculations through a web-interface similar to [33, 34] .
